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A TV ghost-hunting crew. A haunted house. An unimaginable crime. A past buried deep...An 

US/UK Kindle Store Top 100 Bestseller: #1 Ghosts & Haunted Houses - #1 Paranormal - #1 Horror

- #1 Ghosts - #1 Supernatural - #1 OccultFor some, ghosts are no more than the wounds loved

ones leave in their wake, haunting the living only with their absence. Others take a more literal

view... Kate Bennett, presenter of paranormal investigation cable TV show, 'Where the Dead Walk',

isn't sure what she believes, other than she seems cursed to lose all those closest to her. After

investigating a neglected cliff-top house, empty for a decade because it's 'haunted', Kate is

convinced a spirit within holds the answers to a childhood she can't remember and an unimaginable

crime. What she can't know is that the house's owner, Sebastian Dahl, is searching for something

too, and he intends to get it, whatever the cost. What  verified purchasers are saying - - one of the

most intriguing and enjoyable books I've read all year. - Totally engrossing. - Talk about thrills, chills

and a great thriller, it's all here! - more than a horror story about a haunted house. - within this story

is also mystery, love, relationships and friendships. It encompasses a great deal of everyday life all

wrapped up in a ghost story. - deep and rich and broad, convoluted in plot, twisted in character. -

one of those rare novels that I'm sure will stay in my memory for many years. - I would recommend

this to everyone who loves a great ghost story/horror story - It isn't a horror story with proper fiction

elements added to it, it is a well written novel with a frightening theme. - full of clever writing,

well-developed characters, and spooky elements. - Great plot, twists, turns and the reader ties the

loose ends along with the characters. - I love paranormal mysteries with a touch of romance

sprinkled in, and this is one of the best I've read yet. - A strong heroine, a paranormal TV show, and

a house that may not be haunted after all. All these elements made me want to read the book. But

the author's original twist made it a real page turner. - Very spooky, but with an excellent storyline. It

soon got to the stage where I couldn't put it down. The twists and turns were brilliant. - Heart felt,

spooky, intelligently written story. A supernatural tale that incorporates grieving, loss, love, deceit

and recovery. - I'm a big fan of ghost hunting shows, so this was right up my alley! Keeps you

guessing up to the very end. - Exciting.....heart wrenching....surprising.....all of the above and more!

Great subject and a gripping read! - As a voracious reader of the horror genre, I am often left with a

"been there, done that" feeling. This book was a pleasant surprise - a well written book with an

original storyline.  - If you are fond of reading about anything paranormal, witchcraft, spirits, rituals,

rites, and the supernatural, this is a book for you.  - The story had a lot of good action, was quick

paced, and had a smattering of romance, with an interesting love story running through it. I would

definitely buy a John Bowen book again.- Combining reality TV, deception, spirituality, an unwilling



romance, tragic loss, ghosts and the supernatural all painted on the backdrop of a vividly painted

seaside backdrop readers will be drawn in right up to the last page. Enjoy the ride. - This is a

haunted house/paranormal book that will keep you at the edge of your seat trying to figure out what

will happen next.Part ghost story, part detective story, encompassing mediums, psychics, seances,

the occult, trapped spirits and haunted houses... Are you willing to follow the crew of a British ghost

hunting TV show as they venture, Where the Dead Walk?
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John Bowen pens a unique ghost story in Where The Dead Walk. I was anxious to read another

story of a television paranormal investigation team. I've enjoyed several other books and movies

going behind the scenes of these type of shows. Here the group headed by Kate Bennett and Henry

White are hired by the enigmatic, wealthy Sebastian Dahl. Henry is suspicious and jealous of

Sebastian from the get go thinking he has interest in Kate whom Henry loves. And well concerned

he is. I won't even begin to tell the story unless you want to read a very long synopsis. I gave this 4

stars because it is a bit long and starts slowly as far as the paranormal storyline goes delving into

the character's personal lives a lot. But when it does get going it is full of plot twists. A very long and



detailed storyline developes as investigations go deep into the hauntings at Sebastian Dahl's house

and of Sebastian Dahl. Thanks to John Bowen's excellent pacing and writing technique he carefully

unravels the plot which I appreciated greatly as there is so much to take in and Id've been lost

otherwise having to reread passages. I highly recommend this book eventhough I was disappointed

it was more fantastic than just a good old fashioned ghost hunt story. But that's this reviewer's

opinion. Many I see loved the premise. I loved the suspense and enjoyed the ending all though I

was held spellbound to the last page. This will not be my last John Bowen book for certain.

I loved this book! It has everything I look for in my reading - well-developed characters, suspenseful

story & a satisfying ending. The story line was an extremely unusual one in the paranormal, "ghost"

genre, but solid & believable. The most outstanding thing about this book is the author's command

& use of language - I could literally see the locations he described & feel the characters' reactions to

situations. It's not often I read an author who utilizes such beautiful words & is able to convey

images & emotions so well. In the pivotal scene near the end (can't give anything away), the

description of the supernatural phenomena taking place were so vivid I could have been watching it

on a screen (or in person!). I felt I really knew Kate & understood how she had become the strong

person she was, despite the tragic losses in her life. Her partner, Henry, and all the members of the

crew of her show were well-drawn & believable. Sebastian Dahl was so meticulously described that

I could draw you a picture of him. I have Mr. Bowen's book, Vessel, and his short stories collection,

Cold Sweats & Vignettes, waiting on my kindle & cannot wait to start (& finish) them! This is an

author I absolutely plan to follow & I've signed up on his web page to do just that!

Seemed to me a little slow in the beginning, but I soon became drawn into the characters in the

book. Very intricate plot, and certainly no figuring it out in advance. As the story progressed, it

became more complex and it was hard to put down with all the twists and turns. I have not read

another book with a similar plot, so it was not only suspenseful, but unique. Highly recommend!

I picked this up when I saw it on a BookBub deal, and I'm glad I did. Though initially I thought it

would be about a paranormal-hunting TV show, the plot quickly moved away from that and into a

fascinating tale of forgotten memories, a sinister house, and horrific, long-buried secrets from the

past. It started a little slow, but just kept ramping up and getting better until I couldn't put it down.I

only had two things that didn't work for me: one very small and one a bit bigger. The bigger one was

that I'd have liked to see the main character have a bit more agency as the story went on. She



started out as a strong woman with a lot of terrible things happening to her, and plot developments

made it believable that she would move somewhat away from that strength the story progressed,

but I'd have liked to see her be a bit more active in the climax. The very small issue is that, as a

writer myself, I tend to notice overused words and phrases (particularly if they're unusual). I got to

the point where I was rolling my eyes every time I saw someone "plump to" something. Definitely

not annoying enough to affect my enjoyment of the book, though. Great read!

Loved it!Whether you believe in ghosts or you don't, or even if you're currently undecided, you'll find

a main character with whom you can identify in this well-woven tale. John Bowen has created a mix

of memorable characters, several of whom work together on a paranormal tv show that serves as a

vehicle for the story, a story which will definitely hold your attention and keep you guessing as it

moves forward. Along the way, you'll uncover secrets right along with the tv crew and, if you're like

me, will love delving deeper and deeper into the thoughts and experiences of the characters,

present and past.The author's lyrical prose includes believable descriptions of scenes and events

that make reading the story even more pleasurable. His plot and character choices are well thought

out and they make sense; the storyline is exciting but easy-to-follow, even when additional

characters are introduced; and once I even gasped aloud at a realization made by a main

character.I am one who reads LOTS of books in the paranormal and fantasy genre, and this is one

of the most intriguing and enjoyable books I've read all year. I say that despite quite a few typos in

the kindle edition -- and, really, I mention those not to be picky but because sometimes when I read

work that hasn't been completely corrected, those minor distractions are off-putting enough for me

that I don't really want to keep reading. That wasn't at all the case with Where the Dead Walk. I'd

have continued reading it even if there had been 100 additional typos in the text. And, despite those

typos, I easily gave the book five stars; it's a great read.Bowen is a welcome new author to my book

shelf, and I definitely look forward to reading what he writes next.
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